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ABSTRACT: Phosphor-converted light emitting diodes (LEDs) are a
highly eﬃcient form of solid-state lighting. A key performance metric of a
phosphor is its thermal quenching (TQ), which is the percentage loss of
emission at elevated temperatures during operation. In this work, we unify
the two prevailing theoriesthe crossover and thermal ionization
mechanismsinto a single predictive model for TQ. Using ab initio
molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations, we demonstrate for the ﬁrst time
that TQ under the crossover mechanism is related to the local
environment stability of the activator. Further, by accounting for the
eﬀect of the crystal ﬁeld on the thermal ionization barrier, we show that a
uniﬁed model can predict the experimental TQ in 29 known phosphors to
within a root-mean-square error of ∼3.1−7.6%. Finally, we propose an
eﬃcient topological approach to rapidly screen vast chemical spaces for the
discovery of novel, thermally robust phosphors.

■

room temperature. Commercial phosphors, such as YAG:Ce3+,
have a TQ of less than 10%, meaning a majority of the room
temperature emission intensity is maintained at high temperature, whereas other phosphors can be entirely thermally
quenched (TQ = 100%) at high temperature. It is therefore
unsurprising that extensive eﬀorts have been devoted to the
investigation of the TQ mechanism in phosphors.3−6
Two dominant theories have been proposed to explain the
TQ behavior in Ce3+- and Eu2+-activated phosphors. In the
1960s, Blasse et al. proposed that TQ is the result of the
nonradiative relaxation of electrons from the excited state to
the ground state.7,8 This crossover mechanism is represented
schematically using the conﬁgurational coordinate diagram in
Figure 1, where the energy diﬀerence between the relaxed
excited state and the crossover point determines the activation
barrier Eco
a for this process. This theory is one of the reasons
why there is a search for structurally rigid phosphor hosts. The
fundamental assumption is that a more rigid host prevents
access to soft phonon modes, reducing the probability of
nonradiative relaxation from the excited conﬁguration to the
ground state conﬁguration. However, subsequent experiments
have found many violations of this relationship. For example,
the Ca7Mg(SiO4)4:Eu2+, CaMgSi2O6:Eu2+, and

INTRODUCTION
General lighting accounts for approximately 15% of global
energy consumption and 5% of CO2 emissions.1 Modern white
lighting based on phosphor-converted light-emitting diodes
(pc-LEDs) is ∼10× more eﬃcient than traditional lighting and
therefore oﬀers a huge opportunity to achieve substantial
energy savings and CO2 reduction. A critical component in pcLEDs is the rare-earth substituted inorganic phosphor, which
down-converts the near-ultraviolet or blue LED emission to
longer wavelengths. The phosphors currently employed in
these bulbs comprise an inorganic host material, such as an
oxide or nitride, activated with a rare-earth ion that is typically
Ce3+ or Eu2+. The prototypical phosphor used in a majority of
devices is yttrium aluminum garnet, Y3Al5O12, activated with
Ce3+ (YAG:Ce3+) to produce a bright yellow emission.
Exciting this phosphor when it is coated on top of a blue
LED chip produces a broad emission across the visible
spectrum light, appearing as white light.
Developing phosphors with high quantum eﬃciency and
excellent thermal stability is a long-standing quest in solid-state
lighting. Emission loss with increasing temperature (also
known as thermal quenching or TQ) is of particular
importance in next-generation lighting, where high-power
and laser-based LEDs are becoming more common. In
combination with smaller device packaging, the heat generated
in these devices can negatively inﬂuence the optical output, in
particular from the phosphor.2 The TQ of a phosphor is
experimentally determined by taking the ratio between the
integrated light intensity emitted at the operating temperature
(∼423−473 K) and the integrated intensity of light emitted at
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pathways have been suggested as well; e.g., the temperature
dependence of the conduction band minimum is expected to
lower Eia and induces TQ,3 although the two competing
mechanisms (crossover mechanism and thermal ionization
process) dominate in the loss of luminescence as a function of
temperature in Ce3+/Eu2+-activated phosphors. In this work,
we develop a uniﬁed theory of TQ in phosphors by
considering the competition between the two dominant TQ
mechanisms. It should be noted that all other forms of
quenching, thermal or otherwise, are not considered in this
model. The focus of this work is speciﬁcally on TQ in Ce3+ and
Eu2+-activated oxide phosphors, which are the most common
rare-earth ions employed in phosphors and operate on the
highly eﬃcient 4fn5d0 → 4fn−15d1 transition. Using ab initio
molecular dynamics simulations (AIMD), we establish that the
local environment stability around the rare-earth ion as a
function of temperature is a robust, transferable descriptor for
TQ under the crossover mechanism when the host band gap is
suﬃciently large. If the host band gap is small, however, the
thermal ionization mechanism competes with the crossover
mechanism. We, therefore, develop a model accounting for
both quenching mechanisms to predict the TQ of known
phosphors. A total of 29 oxide phosphors with experimentally
measured TQ values were selected to construct the models.
Information on these phosphors is summarized in Table S1.
Our results show that the combination of AIMD simulations
and band gap (Eg) calculations provides a clear relationship
between a series of computed descriptors and a phosphor’s TQ
behavior. Furthermore, we propose a novel topological
descriptor based on the Voronoi analysis that can be used to
rapidly screen for low TQ phosphors without expensive AIMD
simulations, thereby allowing the discovery of new thermally
robust inorganic phosphors.

Figure 1. Conﬁgurational coordinate diagram for the activator in a
phosphor. Excitation is allowed from the vibrational level n = 0 of the
ground state to the excited state and results in the absorption energy
Ua. The relaxation of the system from the vibrational level m = 0 to
the ground state results in the emission energy Ue. The displacement
Δr = X0* − X0 is the polyhedron average bond length diﬀerence
between the excited and the ground states of the activator. In the
crossover model, thermal quenching results from the nonradiative
relaxation of an excited electron to the ground state when the
temperature is high enough to overcome the activation energy Eco
a . In
the Dorenbos thermal ionization model, thermal quenching results
from the promotion of excited electrons to the conduction band
minimum if the temperature is high enough to overcome the
activation energy Eia.

Sr6M2Al4O15:Eu2+ (M = Y, Lu, Sc) phosphors all suﬀer from
TQ despite their seemingly rigid crystal structures, as
estimated from their comparatively high Debye temperatures.9,10 The second theory, attributed to Dorenbos, posits
that TQ is due to the thermal excitation of the excited 5d
electron of Ce3+/Eu2+ to the conduction band of the host;6 the
activation barrier of this thermal ionization process (Eia in
Figure 1) determines the TQ of a phosphor. Other TQ

Figure 2. Activator environment distribution (AED). The computed AED of (a) Ce3+ and (b) Eu2+ at 300 and 500 K in three hosts with distinct
TQ behaviors. The experimental TQ values were obtained from refs 13−18.
B
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Figure 3. Local environment rigidity. Plot of the experimental thermal quenching (TQexp) against the change in the activator environment
distribution (ΔAED) for Ce3+- (left) and Eu2+- (right) activated phosphors. The marker colors are based on their calculated band gap using the
Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional (see color bar). The root-mean-square error (RMSE for each model is deﬁned as the square root of
the average squared diﬀerence between the computed ΔAED and the experimental TQ (TQexp), i.e., RMSE =

■
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300K
500K 2
∑ (ωCN
= x − ωCN = x )
x=2

N

∑i = 1 (TQ iexp − K ·ΔAEDi )2 .

and Eu2+-activated oxide phosphors. A least-squares ﬁtting for
the one-parameter expression TQ = K·ΔAED, where K is a
constant, yields R2 values of 0.89 and 0.62 for Ce3+- and Eu2+activated phosphors, respectively, with reasonable root-meansquare errors (RMSEs) of 11.6% and 14.3%, respectively. In
contrast, the DFT-calculated Debye temperature (ΘD) yields a
weaker correlation against TQexp (see Figure S5) with R2
values of 0.14 and 0.12 for Ce3+- and Eu2+-activated phosphors,
respectively, and corresponding root-mean-square errors
(RMSEs) of 32% and 26%, respectively. Although, there is
some correlation between ΔAED and host structural rigidity,
as suggested by the high Debye temperatures, the coordinated
local displacements within a crystal environment are more
directly related to the low ΔAED, making it more reliable
compared to a global descriptor like structural rigidity. These
observations support our hypothesis that ΔAED is an eﬀective
descriptor to probe the depth of the potential energy surface
(PES) in the crossover model, where a higher ΔAED implies a
shallower PES in the ground and excited states, which results
in a lower Eco
a and higher TQ.
Accounting of Thermal Ionization. A closer examination
of Figure 3 further reveals that phosphors with large host band
gaps (Eg) lie below the regression line, and those with small Eg
lie above the line. This observation suggests that Eg, which is
related to TQ under the Dorenbos single-barrier quenching
model, also plays a critical role for some materials. Figure 4
shows a schematic of the energy levels of a Ce3+/Eu2+ activator
in a host. It can be seen that the Dorenbos thermal ionization
barrier is given by
ÄÅ
ÅÅ
Å
i x+
Ea(A , H) = Eg − ÅÅÅE(Ax +, free) − εc(Ax +, H)
ÅÅ
ÅÇ
ÉÑ
ÑÑ
εcfs(Ax +, H)
Ñ
x+
−
+ εs(A , free)ÑÑÑ
ÑÑ
r(H)
ÑÖ
n
− E(4f − VBM)
(2)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Relationship between Thermal Quenching and Local
Environment Rigidity. AIMD simulations were performed
on the 29 phosphors at room temperature (300 K) as well as
500 K to represent an upper-temperature limit experienced by
the phosphor during lamp operation.11 An activator environment distribution (AED) at both temperatures was constructed for each phosphor from the AIMD trajectories. The
AED is derived by determining the number of simulation time
steps at which the activator has a particular coordination
number (CN) using the algorithm developed by Waroquiers et
al.,12 normalized across the total number of time steps. Figure
2 presents the AED for three Ce3+- and three Eu2+-activated
phosphors with high (>80%), intermediate (40−60%), and
low (<20%) TQ. Similar plots for the remaining 23 phosphors
are provided in Figures S3 and S4. Comparing the AEDs
between 300 and 500 K shows that thermally robust (small
TQ) phosphors generally exhibit minimal change in the AED
as a function of temperature whereas thermally quenched
(high TQ) phosphors show substantial shifts in the AED with
temperature. For example, the Ce3+ in YAG:Ce3+ (TQ = 9%) is
primarily 8-fold coordinated with oxygen, and its CN remains
stable at 500 K. In contrast, the Ce3+ in Ba2Y5B5O17:Ce3+ (TQ
= 71%) has a CN distribution of 7−8 at 300 K and exhibits an
obvious shift to lower CNs, including 7-fold and 6-fold
coordination environments, at 500 K. The same trend is
observed for Eu2+-activated phosphors in Figure 2b.
To quantify the shift in the AED from 300 to 500 K, we
deﬁne ΔAED as the Euclidean distance between AEDs at 300
and 500 K in eq 1,
ΔAED =

1
N

(1)

500K
where ω300K
CN=x and ωCN=x are the normalized CN frequencies at
300 and 500 K, respectively, and the CN ranges from 2 to 12.
Figure 3 shows the experimentally measured TQ (TQexp)
plotted against the computed ΔAED for Ce3+ and Eu2+activated phosphors. We ﬁnd there is an approximately linear
positive correlation between TQ and ΔAED for both Ce3+-

where Eg is the band gap of the host, E(Ax+,free) is the ﬁxed
centroid position for the free Ax+ ion (E(Ce3+, free) = 6.118 eV
and E(Eu2+, free) = 4.216 eV),19 εc(Ax+, H) is the centroid
C
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where εDFT
c
model,20 εcfs

can be evaluated using the ligand polarization
is expressed expressed as the sum of both secondand fourth-rank crystal-ﬁeld parameters Θ02 and Θ04 as

εcfs = C

Θ20
3
lavg

+D

Θ04
5
lavg

, and lavg is an average polyhedron bond

length around the activator. Detailed derivations are provided
in the Supporting Information. Here, A, B, C, D, and E are
ﬁtted constants, where A accounts for the well-known
underestimation of Eg by the PBE functional,22 while B
accounts for systematic errors in the estimation of the centroid
shift from the DFT lattice parameters (refer to eq S4 in the
Supporting Information). Finally, C and D account for the
mutual importance of the second- and fourth-rank crystal-ﬁeld
parameters, as well as the refactoring of the computed εcfs
energies with respect to the computed EDFT
and εDFT
g
c .
Considering the crossover model and the thermal ionization
model for quenching are two independent sources of TQ, both
are likely occurring simultaneously in some phosphor systems.
Therefore, we combine ΔAED with the Dorenbos expression
for TQ6 under the thermal ionization model (detailed
derivations are provided in the Supporting Information) to
arrive at the following formula of TQpred:

Figure 4. Energy level diagram for Ce3+/Eu2+ activators (denoted by
Ax+ in a host material denoted by H). The εc(Ax+, H), εcfs(Ax+, H),
D(Ax+, H), and E(Ax+, free) refer to the centroid shift, crystal-ﬁeld
splitting, the redshift of the activators’ 4fn−15d1 levels in a host H,
respectively, and the energy of the ﬁrst f → d. The VBM and CBM
indicate the valence band maximum and the conduction band
minimum, respectively. Note that the energy of the VBM is the energy
referential and is set to 0 eV, and 5d1 refers to the lowest excited 5d
energy state with an electron relaxed from the higher energy levels.

shift for Ax+ in the host H, εcfs(Ax+, H) is the crystal-ﬁeld
splitting experienced in the host H, r(H) expresses the ratio
between the crystal-ﬁeld splitting and the crystal-ﬁeld shift
(typical values range between 1.7 and 2.4 and is geometry
dependent), εs(Ax+, free) is the energy diﬀerence between the
centroid position and the lowest 5d level of the free Ax+ ion
and is also a constant, and E(4fn−VBM) is the energy
diﬀerence between the 4fn of Ax+ and the valence band
maximum (VBM) of the host H. The binding energy E(4fn) for
Ce3+ has been found to be relatively constant for garnets and
perovskites and will be assumed constant for the 11 Ce3+doped hosts considered in the study, while E(4fn) for Eu2+ has
an energy ﬂuctuation of ∼0.38 eV in oxides depending on the
host H.20 r(H) is assumed to be 5/2 for 6-coordinated
geometries and 5/3 for 8-coordinated geometries.21 For
brevity, we will drop the explicit functional dependence of
the variables henceforth.
Equation 2 can be modiﬁed in terms of DFT computed
quantities as follows:

−E i

TQ = 1 − (1 − K ·ΔAED)

1 + Γ· k Ta

B 1

1+

−E i
Γ· k Ta
B 2

(4)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T1 (300 K) is the initial
temperature in Kelvin, T2 is the ﬁnal temperature of
quenching, which in these calculations is 500 K, Γ is deﬁned
as the ratio of the attempt rate for thermal quenching (Γ0) and
the radiative decay rate of the 5d state (Γν),6,13 and Eia is the
barrier for thermal ionization under the Dorenbos model.
The optimal values of K, A, B, C, D, and E (as deﬁned in eq
3) were determined by performing a nonlinear least-squares
minimization of the multivariable predicted TQ from eq 4 with
the experimentally observed TQ of the 29 phosphors (see
Table S1) and are tabulated in Table S2. The Ce3+- and Eu2+-

Figure 5. Uniﬁed TQ model prediction. Plot of TQexp against the predicted TQpred from the uniﬁed TQ model (eq 4) for Ce3+- (left) and Eu2+1
N

(right) activated hosts. Here, RMSE is computed as follows: RMSE =
D

N

∑i = 1 (TQ iexp − TQ ipred)2 .
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Figure 6. Intrinsic topological descriptor of the activator’s rigidity. (a) The Eu2+ 3-dimensional local environment is mapped to a 2-dimensional
representation by deﬁning two parameters, the distance parameter α and the angle parameter γ. For each speciﬁc range of angle and distance
parameters, a unique coordination number is deﬁned. A graphical depiction of the 2-dimensional reduction is presented by (b) the Voronoi grid
representation for Eu2+ in Sr2SiO4. Each Voronoi grid representation is representative of a set of ligands denoted by its coordination number. The
continuous symmetry measure is used to assess the degree of symmetry within diﬀerent coordination numbers and was developed by Pinsky.30

activated phosphors are expected to have diﬀerent K, B, C, D,
and E values because of their large diﬀerence in energy gap
between the 4f ground state and the 5d excited state (6.2 and
4.2 eV for free Ce3+ and Eu2+ ions, respectively) and diﬀerent
ionic radii.19 Most importantly, the band gap factors (A = 0.15
and 0.19) for Ce3+ and Eu2+ are expected to be the same since
both are computed using the same functional. Figure 5 plots
the predicted TQpred using the optimized eq 4 against the
experimental TQexp. The RMSEs for Ce3+ and Eu2+ are 3.1%
and 7.6%, respectively, which are a signiﬁcant improvement
over those from the model using ΔAED alone. Further
validation of our uniﬁed TQ model can be seen in the fact that
the predicted Eia (Table S1) are in good agreement with
experimental thermal ionization energies. For example, the
predicted E ai of Sr 2 MgSi 2 O 7 :Eu 2 + , SrSc 2 O 4 :Eu 2 + ,
Y3Al5O12:Ce3+, Lu3Al5O12:Ce3+, and K3YSi2O7:Ce3+ are 0.87
eV, 0.71 eV, 0.88 eV, 0.87 eV, and 0.54 eV, respectively, and
the corresponding experimental thermal ionization energies are
0.9 eV, 0.56 eV, 0.77 eV, 0.75 eV, and 0.48 eV,
respectively.13,20,23−25 Note that our predicted Eai for
Y3Al5O12:Ce3+ is higher than the predicted value for
Lu3Al5O12:Ce3+ as shown in the vacuum referenced binding
energies diagram.20

Previous measurements from Dorenbos have suggested that
the redshift D (Ax+, H) (the sum of the centroid shift and the
crystal splitting shift) of the 5d state of the Ce3+ activator is
correlated to the one of the Eu2+ ion when inserted within the
same host/site as follows:
D(Eu 2 +, H) = 0.64·D(Ce3 +, H) − 0.233 eV ± 0.15

Equivalently, photoluminescence properties such as emission
energy and activation energies of Ce3+-doped phosphors can
help assess the photoluminescence of Eu2+ when inserted
within the same host/site. To further substantiate the validity
of our ﬁtted A, B, C, D, and E, we predict the Eia of
K3YSi2O7:Eu2+ from our ﬁtted results of K3YSi2O7:Ce3+ by
utilizing Dorenbos’s semiempirical relationship. The predicted
Eia of Eu2+ doped in K3YSi2O7 from the ﬁtted parameters of
Ce3+-doped compounds are 0.65 eV, while the experimentally
determined values are 0.63 eV, which are in excellent
agreement.
The uniﬁed TQ equation (eq 4) can be understood
intuitively by considering the competition between the
crossover and thermal ionization mechanisms in Figure 1.
The primary loss of emission with temperature increase will
come from the mechanism with the lowest barrier Ea. When
the band gap of the host is large, Eia ≫ Eco
a , the crossover
E
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Figure 7. Plot of the predicted TQ′pred against TQexp obtained from the modiﬁed TQ model utilizing the topological descriptor in eq 5 for Ce3+(left) and Eu2+- (right) activated phosphors.

mechanism dominates. ΔAED then describes the depth of the
potential energy surface and, hence, TQ. When the band gap
of the host is suﬃciently small, both mechanisms compete, and
ΔAED, Eg, εc, and εcfs are required to describe the TQ under a
dual-barrier quenching model. Unlike the semiempirical
thermal ionization relationship, the proposed uniﬁed TQ
model allows for the ﬁrst time to develop a universal
comparison among all hosts’ high temperature photoluminescence behavior via robust descriptors (ΔAED, Eg, εc, and εcfs)
obtained in a prehoc manner. Moreover, Eia derived from
Dorenbos’s semiempirical relationship is a function of T1/2
(the temperature at which the intensity reaches half of the
initial intensity), where the latter varies for every host.
Consequently, all previously obtained Eia values mentioned in
the literature reﬂect a thermal quenching occurring across
diﬀerent temperatures ranges, and hence cross-comparisons of
Eia were impossible and impractical until now. Finally, while the
proposed dual-barrier thermal quenching oﬀers a comprehensive overview of the TQ mechanism, its applicability cannot
directly be extended to phosphors with multiple luminescent
centers, as the AED and electronic properties are expected to
diﬀer from the pristine structure. Additionally, phosphors
known to have photoluminescence compensation mechanisms
driven by the formation of thermally activated defect levels are
also not within the scope of the dual-barrier quenching
model;26−28 however, with enough data, an additive model
accounting for the electronic contributions of defects can
potentially be derived.
Intrinsic Topological Descriptor of the Activator’s
Stability. Finally, we demonstrate how a modiﬁed version of
the uniﬁed TQ model can be used to computationally screen
for low TQ phosphors. While EDFT
g , εc, and εcfs can be obtained
using relatively inexpensive ground-state DFT computations,
ΔAED requires expensive AIMD simulations for activated
phosphors, where relatively large supercells of the host crystal
are required to simulate the experimental low activator
concentration. It is, therefore, desirable to establish an
alternative descriptor for local environment stability. The
AEDs at 300 and 500 K reveal that activators are susceptible to
endure local polyhedron changes due to mutual oscillations of
the centroid/activator and ligands/oxygen in the ﬁrst shell.
The computed mean-square displacements (MSD) of the

activator and oxygen ligands increase from 300 and 500 K,
suggesting that the overall occupied 3-dimensional space by
the activator and ligands increases with temperature. For
example, the MSD behavior of Ce3+ and oxygen ligands in the
ﬁrst shell in the Ca3Sc2Si3O12 host is shown in Figure S6a; a
deﬁnite increase in the MSD for both Ce3+ and oxygen ligands
with respect to temperature is observed. Despite large atomic
displacements in the Ca3Sc2Si3O12 host, the periodic-like
oscillations of both Ce3+ and oxygen ligands result in a low
ΔAED. Conversely, the MSD behavior of Ce3+ and oxygen
ligands in the Ba3Y2B6O15 host (Figure S6b) shows a quasirandom oscillation resulting in a larger ΔAED. The same
observations can be made for SrMgAl10O 17 :Eu2+ and
Ba2SiO4:Eu2+ (Figure S6c,d). Consequently, smaller ΔAED
values are suspected to be correlated to large 3-dimensional
spaces around Hoppe’s29 eﬀective activator local environment.
Two-dimensional projections (Figure 6a) of all Ce3+/Eu2+
local environments in the 29 hosts were constructed via a
Voronoi tessellation-based algorithm.12 Figure 6b shows a
topological sensitivity analysis of the local activator environment of Eu2+ in Sr2SiO4 (similar plots for all of the 29
phosphors are provided in the Supporting InformationFigures
S6 and S7). By varying the distance (α) and angle (γ)
parameters, the algorithm yields diﬀerent coordination
environments due to changes in the bond weights of the
surrounding ligands as shown in Figure 6b (refer to eq S2 in
the Supporting Information). The coordination environment
formed by the highest weight ligands determines the main
activator local environment, which in Sr2SiO4:Eu2+ is an
eﬀective coordination number (ECoN) of 6. Our hypothesis is
that the larger the normalized area (Υ) occupied by the main
activator local environment, the less sensitive the activator
local environment is to variations in bond distances and angles.
In other words, the higher the Υ, the lower the ΔAED and the
smaller the expected TQ. Therefore, substituting ΔAED with 1
− Υ in eq 4, we obtain the following alternative model:
−E i

TQ = 1 − K ′·(1 − Y )

1 + Γ′· k Ta

B 1

1+

−E i
Γ′· k Ta
B 2

(5)

where A, B, C, D, and E for the Eia expression in eq 3 are kept
as the optimized values from the nonlinear least-squares
F
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Figure 8. Phosphor design maps. (a) Plots of the predicted TQ as a functional of ΔAED and Eia. (b) Plot of the predicted thermal ionization barrier
for a cubic geometry.

doping sites, i.e., Ba3Y2B6O15:Ce3+ and Ba9Y2(SiO4)6:Ce3+,
while the Voronoi area was computed using only the most
energetically stable site.31,32 Second, (1 − Υ) is a pure
topological descriptor with no consideration of diﬀerences in
chemical bonding, whereas ΔAED captures subtle relationships between bond distances, bond angle,s and bond strength
in the distribution of activator environments. Nevertheless, the
ability to quickly obtain Υ values without computationally
expensive AIMD calculations makes this approach ideal for
materials screening.
Phosphor Design Map. Using the models developed
above, we have constructed phosphor design maps for the Ce3+
and Eu2+ phosphors as shown in Figure 8. It can be seen that
to achieve low TQs < 20%, small ΔAEDs of less than 0.05 are
needed as well as high thermal ionization barriers Eia > 0.75
and 0.82 eV for Ce3+ and Eu2+ activators, respectively. Based
on eq 2, Eia is a function of Eg, εc, and εcfs. εc is a function of
average bond length lavg and the average electronegativity of

optimization of eq 4, while K′ is reﬁtted. The optimized values
of K′ are 0.27 and 0.77 for Ce3+ and Eu2+, respectively
(included in Table S2). Moreover, the computed Eia as deﬁned
in eq 4 is based on the rate of change of ΔAED across all of the
29 compounds, and ΔAED does not scale linearly with respect
to Υ. Therefore, to compensate for the diﬀerent rates of ΔAED
and Υ, the pre-exponential factor is redeﬁned as Γ′ = βΓ. The
optimized values of β for Ce3+ and Eu2+ were 2.75 and 0.86,
respectively (shown in Table S2). Figure 7 plots TQexp against
TQ′pred as deﬁned by eq 5. The RMSEs of TQ′pred for Ce3+ and
Eu2+ are 8.9% and 9.6%, respectively. While this value of
RMSE is somewhat higher than the RMSE using eq 4, the
RMSE using eq 5 is already suﬃciently low for Ce3+/Eu2+activated hosts to be used for rapid screening for discovery of
low TQ phosphors. The diﬀerence in performance between
using (1 − Υ) and ΔAED, especially for Ce3+-activated hosts,
can be attributed to two factors. First, some of the considered
compounds are known to have multiple symmetrically distinct
G
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the cation χavg, while εcfs depends on the polyhedron shape
(CN and geometry) and size (lavg). Figure 8b shows a 4dimensional plot of Eia as a function of Eg, lavg, and χavg for a
cubic environment (similar maps for the octahedral environment are given in the Supporting Information Figure S9). At
suﬃciently large Eg > 4 eV, Eia above the necessary thresholds
for low TQ can be achieved for a wide range of lavg and χavg.
This suggests that meeting the requirement of low ΔAED
would be the dominant criterion for large band gap phosphors,
i.e., short wavelength emission. At low Eg < 4 eV, i.e., longwavelength phosphors, meeting the Eia threshold for low TQ
based on thermal ionization requires careful selection of
compositions to tune lavg and χavg.

Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations were carried out
on the supercell models of Ce3+/Eu2+-activated phosphors in the
NVT ensemble at 300 and 500 K with a Nose-Hoover thermostat.38
The simulation cell was ﬁxed at the ﬁnal 0 K relaxed cell parameters
for each phosphor. For reasons of computational eﬃciency, the AIMD
simulations were nonspin-polarized, and a minimal Γ-centered 1 × 1
× 1 k-point mesh and a time step of 2 fs were adopted. Given that the
main output extracted from the AIMD simulations is the local
environment ﬂuctuations, we expect this approximation to be
reasonable.
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CONCLUSION
In summary, we have developed a uniﬁed dual-barrier TQ
model by integrating the two prevailing theoriesthe
crossover and thermal ionization modelsfor thermal
quenching in Ce3+- and Eu2+-activated phosphors. More
critically, we have developed computational approaches to
probe thermal quenching in phosphors using this uniﬁed TQ
model. We establish that the local activator environment
stability, as measured by the change in activator environment
distribution with temperature in AIMD simulations, ΔAED, is
the relevant descriptor for TQ under the crossover mechanism.
The computed host band gap (Eg), the centroid shift (εc), and
the approximated crystal-ﬁeld splitting (εcfs) are descriptors for
TQ under the thermal ionization mechanism. This uniﬁed
dual-barrier thermal quenching model combining ΔAED, Eg,
εc, and εcfs predicts the experimentally observed TQ in 29 Ce3+and Eu2+-activated phosphors to within an RMSE of 3.1% and
7.6%, respectively. We have also developed an alternative
topological descriptor for local environment stability based on
Voronoi tessellation that allows for rapid TQ screening of
phosphors without expensive AIMD simulations. It should be
noted that while the focus of this work is on oxide phosphors,
the approach can be readily extended to other chemistries such
as nitrides, though the ﬁtted model parameters would be
diﬀerent. This would be the subject of future work. This work
provides crucial insights into the TQ mechanisms in phosphors
and an eﬃcient and reliable path to the discovery of new
phosphors with low TQ for next-generation, high power solidstate lighting.
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■

Derivation of the uniﬁed thermal quenching model,
structural and thermal quenching properties for 29 oxide
phosphors, optimized coeﬃcients from the nonlinear
least-squared minimization of the uniﬁed TQ model for
Ce3+- and Eu2+-activated hosts, activator environment
distribution for Ce3+-activated hosts at 300 and 500 K,
activator environment distribution for Eu2+-activated
hosts at 300 and 500 K, experimentally measured
thermal quenching (TQexp) against the DFT-calculated
Debye temperature (ΘD), mean-square displacements
(MSD) against time (fs) of Ce3+/Eu2+ and oxygen
ligands (Oligands), Voronoi grid representation of the
Ce3+ local environment of all the Ce3+-activated hosts in
Table S1, Voronoi grid representation of the Eu2+ local
environment of all the Eu2+-activated hosts in Table S1,
and plot of the predicted thermal ionization barrier for
an activator with an octahedron geometry (PDF)
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